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“My Interview with a Wall
Street ‘Trading
Genius’!”
“You’ve never heard of him,
but he’s quietly racked up
billions for his Wall Street
clients. In this special
interview, I convinced him
to “spill the beans” about his
methods to GEA readers!”

I

recently spoke with Phil Erlanger, a man who I
think is a trading genius. I wanted to share the
conversation with you, so I decided to create this
special bonus issue of GEA.
You’ve probably never heard of Phil, but Wall
Street certainly has. In fact, many of the big Wall
Street ﬁrms would prefer you didn’t know about
Phil: over 100 trading houses and hedge funds
have quietly used Phil’s trading techniques and
strategies to make billions for themselves.
Here are some of the trades
Phil has done. Using Rydex index
funds, he turned $50,000 into over
$1,000,000 in 21 months—and in
only eight trades (yes, you read
that correctly).
He’s made 49 percent in eight
Phil Erlanger
days…19 percent in nine days…18
percent in three days…50 percent in 41 days…and
more. Fantastic numbers, obviously.
Then, a few years ago, he was persuaded to make
his services available to individual investors. So he
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started his own email/fax service, making trading
recommendations to subscribers. In just the ﬁrst
16 months of that service, his recommendations
scored a stunning 575 percent proﬁt!
His email and fax service has grown into a fullﬂedged newsletter. And I’ve been so impressed
with Phil’s results, I’m now his publisher.
In our recent conversation, I quizzed Phil on
where the stock market is, where it’s going for the
next few years, the prospects for gold and oil, and
more. I think you’ll ﬁnd his answers as interesting
as I did!
J: Phil, why don’t you start by discussing
your background?
Sure. I’ve been doing this since the late 1970s. I
was interested in predicting stock movements using short interest and some other indicators, but I
didn’t know if it would work. So I spent two years
researching arbitrage-adjusted short interest, to
see if I was right. This was a huge crapshoot—it
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took 200,000 calculations and lots of keypunching
to work it all out. But it paid off—I discovered a
very powerful indicator. It became the foundation
of my sentiment-based trading system.
The research made a name for me on Wall
Street. I became the Chief Technical Analyst at
Advest; then in 1989, I went to Fidelity in Boston.
I stayed at Fidelity for ﬁve years, working under
Peter Lynch and the other portfolio managers.
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That was an interesting time. I was hired to
perform industry group analysis, but wound up
doing a lot more. I did everything from prepping
Peter for his appearances on Wall Street Week, to
applying stock-analysis techniques to junk bonds,
and even predicting currency exchange rates for
our bond traders.
In 1994, I opened my own consulting ﬁrm.
Over the last decade or so, I’ve accumulated over
100 hedge funds and Wall Street trading ﬁrms as
clients.
I guess I’m best-known for analyzing shortinterest data. I have a comprehensive database of
statistics going back to the early 1980s—back then,
I had to keypunch it all in by hand because the
exchanges weren’t computerized. Today, I actually
have more historical data than the exchanges
themselves do.
In 2001, I also opened up a trading service
called the Erlanger Squeeze Play. I monitor the
markets for short and long squeezes, and tell my
subscribers how to trade them when they develop.
J: I understand these squeezes are the basis
of your system. Tell me more about these.
Most traders have heard of a short squeeze, where
shorts are forced to cover their positions. Their
buying pushes the price up and squeezes even
more shorts, and it turns into a runaway process.
But I also look at long squeezes—where the
longs get squeezed. Some may ask, “How’s that?”
A popular stock, say Taser (TASR), has no shorts,
begins to roll over, and then all of sudden the
technicals deteriorate. Longs begin to sell. The net
result is a stock that moves lower bit by bit from
$32 to $8 as bad news comes out, squeezing those
who had taken long positions. But short selling
doesn’t appear until the decline is over. That’s the
pattern of a long squeeze!
www.erlangerchartroom.com

An Example
Long Squeeze:
TASR

Too much buying in
2004 coupled with
a drop in shorts
created a sentiment
imbalance — and
a classic “long
squeeze” ensued in
2005!
Shorts covered just
before the peak in
TASR.

My techniques can make money no matter
which way the market goes, whether up or down. I
look for stocks where sentiment and other indicators are extreme one way or the other, and then I
take the opposite side.
J: Your track record is very impressive. Of
all the trades you’ve made, which are you
the most proud of?
I’ve had some great trades, but I’m most proud of
my weekly screening for stock squeezes. I look for
short and long squeezes in the market every week,
and notify my subscribers about them.
I track these screenings by their “hedge.” That’s
the combination of proﬁts on the way up for short
squeezes, and proﬁts on the way down for long
squeezes. I started publishing the screenings on

March 8, 2002. As of February 24 this year, my hedges
have returned 173.19%. The S&P 500 in that time was
up only 18.24%. So my hedges have returned almost
nine and a half times the return of the S&P.

I’m proud of this because it’s not based on some
small, thinly-traded stock that moves in big swings.
These are large, mega-cap stocks we’re talking
about here, which don’t move much. And we’ve still
gotten great results.
J: My approach in Gold & Energy Advisor is
mostly fundamental. I look at the forces
affecting our economy, and I use that to
anticipate what will happen to various
investments. I ﬁnd your approach very
interesting, because you use technical
analysis, the opposite of fundamentals.

On the other hand, you’re also not a
typical technical analyst, either. Care to
comment?
Many technical analysts are looking for chart
patterns: head and shoulders, candlesticks, or
whatever. I look at something different: investor
psychology.
The majority is almost always wrong. If
everybody’s a bull, I want to be a bear, and vice
versa.
I don’t believe in the “perfect market” theory.
There’s never a time when an investment trades
at fair value. Price reﬂects what people are willing
to pay, and that’s it. There’s no logic, no hard rule
that the force of the crowd can’t violate.
That’s why I spend a lot of time trying to
analyze psychology.
If you see very little short selling and heavy
margin buying, the bulls are at an extreme. That
means the stock is probably headed for a fall, depending on some other factors that I also analyze.
On the other hand, if there’s heavy short selling
and people are buying lots of put options, sentiment is very negative and a short squeeze might
be developing.
Psychology is behind most of the moves that
we see. It’s a question of whether all the factors at
work entice investors to buy, or sell. Most of the
time, any particular stock won’t be at an extreme
either way. But there’s usually a few that are, and
those are the ones I take advantage of.
We see this psychology work over and over.
For example, several times last year, natural
gas was hitting $15 and CNBC gave air time to

Hedge
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Phil’s Short and Long Squeeze
Hedge Performance
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The total hedge is a combination of Short
and Long Squeeze Screens. From March 8,
2002 through February 24, 2006, it’s returned
173.19%. The S&P 500 in that time was up
by only 18.24%.
Phil’s hedge returned almost nine and a
half times the return of the S&P!
An investor following the Screens knows
when to own stocks and when to short them.
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Latest prices as GEA goes to press—
March 27, 2006
Comex spot contract: silver $10.86, gold $566.40
Nymex spot platinum: $1060.00, palladium $337.00
Nymex Light Sweet Crude Oil $64.16
Dealer Dealer
will buy will sell
at this at this
price
price

Silver coins
100 1 oz. silver American Eagles

$1,151

$1,340

100 1 oz. common rounds

$1,051

$1,251

$1,000 face value US pre-1965
coin bag (circulated)

$7,050

$7,600

$1,000 face value US circulated
silver dollar bag (VG or better)

$9,600

$12,000

US Morgan silver dollars PCGS MS64 $45
PCGS MS65 $110
PCGS MS66 $280

$65
$140
$375

Platinum coins
U.S. Platinum Eagle:

1 oz.
1/2 oz.
1/4 oz.
1/10 oz.

$1,090
$540
$290
$125

$1,295
$695
$450
$195

$566
$116
$116
$570
$550
$590
$566

$595
$145
$145
$599
$595
$710
$601

$570
$287.50
$131.25
$67.50

$595
$305
$175
$178

$550
$775
$1,200
$4,150
$575
$625
$775
$1,250

$675
$950
$1,950
$5,950
$700
$795
$925
$1,495

Gold coins
Australian Kangaroo
British sovereign (Kings)
(Elizabeths)
Canadian Maple Leaf
Credit Suisse 1 oz. gold bar
Mexican 50 peso Centenario
South African Krugerrand
US Gold Eagle:

US $20 double eagle:
Liberty
Raw
NGC
NGC
NGC
Saint Gaudens Raw
NGC
NGC
NGC

1 oz.
1/2 oz.
1/4 oz.
1/10 oz.
MS60
MS63
MS64
MS65
MS60
MS63
MS64
MS65

Prices courtesy of Finest Known, Boca Raton, FL.
(800) 806-3468.
(Market prices are indications only.)
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some professional-looking ﬂoor traders. They were
pounding the table in Kruschevian fervor that gas
was guaranteed to hit $20. That told me everybody
was already in it. And I wasn’t surprised when it
crashed back down to $9.
I call this the “absurdity factor.” When you see
it, it’s a great sign. We certainly saw it in stocks in
2000. That guy who wrote the book predicting the
Dow at 100,000—he was interviewed on CNBC by
the Money Honey. I wrote, “Guys, if ever there was
a sign to get out, this is it.”
And we all know what happened next.
Having said all that, I do use some fundamentals. Often the fundamentals explain why people
feel the way they do. I use fundamentals to get a
picture of what’s happening.
Also, I’ll use fundamentals to look at big trends.
I predicted $60 oil back in May of 2004. It hadn’t
even gone through $40 yet, and look where we are
now.
I think you called for higher oil back then too,
didn’t you?
J: Yes, I warned my readers in March of 2004,
when crude was at $38. I looked at supply/
demand, the political situation, and other
factors. But you got the same answer using
a different approach, right?
Yes. I looked at the price of oil on a long-term basis,
adjusting for inﬂation. Oil had been falling behind
inﬂation for a number of years.
I did the numbers, and they told me oil should
be in the mid-$60s, which is where we are right
now. So that was an easy call.
J: Technical analysts sometimes tend to be
short-term oriented — for example, day
traders. But you tend to have a longer
time frame, don’t you?
Actually, time frame is of little importance to me.
It’s not a factor that I use. Sometimes I’ll be in a
position for months, but that’s just because the
move I’m expecting takes that long to ﬁnish.
I just position myself to beneﬁt from a long-term
move. You can get a long-term move in a couple of
weeks, or a couple of years. I’ve had a 20 percent
move in a stock in one day, and got out. I thought
that was all it had. On the other hand, I’ve taken a
year to make 10 percent.
I look for a price, the magnitude of the move,
not the time. If there’s potential for a 20 percent
move, it could be realized in 2 weeks or a year.
I’d love to do it all in a couple of weeks and get
out, but that’s not realistic. I let the market dictate
what I should do.

J: Where do you see the overall stock market
going?
We’re in the middle of a secular bear trend which
started in 2000.
I see it as being like the 1970s and 1980s.
Coincidentally—or not so coincidentally—we’re
in sync with what happened in commodities back
then.
We have inﬂation in all the wrong places, and
deﬂation in all the wrong places. The costs of goods
and services have gone down, but sales haven’t
gone up. Unemployment is low, which would make
you think the economy is at full steam, but I think
there’s a large number of people who’ve given up
looking for work.
If the economy and the market were in such
great shape, we should be a lot higher than where
we are. From a technical standpoint, just as in
the 70s and 80s the market had a problem getting
through 1,000, this market is having a struggle
getting through 10-11,000. It spent a lot of time
at 10,500. Toward the end of each bull cycle it just

managed to get high enough to make people think
it was going higher.
No, we’re in a bull phase of a secular bear
market. We’ll see dips and rallies, but that’s what
we’re in.
J: Energy costs alone will depress the
market.
I think our problems with energy are more serious
than before, which will affect gold in one direction
and stocks in the other. All oil has to do is stay
where it is and it will cause big problems.
If time goes on and we make no effort at
developing alternate sources, or conserving the
energy we have, time works against oil going
back down to its former levels. From a technical
standpoint, I can see oil dropping back to $30$35 as a worst case. But this would be a severe
correction.
I was looking for $52 oil last year, but I didn’t
get it—it only went down to $57. Now it’s back
up to the mid-$60’s. That’s incredible. Everybody
got bearish, but it held up anyway. So to me oil is
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Phil started his service for individual investors in late 2001. Of course, not all of his recommendations have been proﬁtable—no analyst can do that. But Phil’s cumulative proﬁt (his
proﬁts minus his losses) is almost 1,200%—in just four and a half years!
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acting very robustly, which is not what you want to
see if you’re a bull on the stock market.
J: What’s your answer to those who say oil
doesn’t matter—it’s gone up this far, and
stocks haven’t crashed?
Here’s my take: “we was robbed!”
Here’s how we were robbed. And it’s just like
the stock market to hide what was happening from
everybody.
For whatever reason—the Presidential election
cycle, or whatever—years ending in “5” are the best
years of the decade for the stock market. This has
been true since the Dow started being measured
way back in the late 1800s.
The “5” year was the only year in the decade
with a perfect track record. The worst performance
ever was 10.88 percent, 40 years ago in 1965. The
average gain was 34.6 percent.
But the Dow was down last year. 2005 was the
ﬁrst ever “5” year loser. Yeah, you could say the
market hasn’t crashed, but on the other hand, the
market should have broken out by 20-30 percent!
And now the best year is behind us. Years
ending in 6 are mediocre. Years ending in 7 are
poor.
This conﬁrms we’re in a secular bear market.
The typical loss in a secular bear market is 20
percent, so we’re possibly looking at 20 percent
down from here. That would take the Dow down
to 8800.
I was just interviewed by Dow Jones about this.
They asked me when that might happen. I said my
best guess for the secular market low is late 2007.
J: Gold recently hit a fresh 25-year high.
Want to comment?
Gold is obviously in a long-term uptrend, no
surprises there. I remember back in 1980 when
gold went up real fast—then it came down real
fast! This time it’s going up more slowly.
I’ve made good money in gold before. I made
50 percent on Agnico Eagle Mines, for example. I
wrote a major piece in late 2001 for my subscribers,
telling them gold was starting a bull market.
I suspect that gold is beneﬁting from an extra

“

This conﬁrms we’re in a secular
bear market. The typical loss in
a secular bear market is 20 percent,
so we’re possibly looking at 20 percent down from here. That would
take the Dow down to 8800. ”
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source of demand: Arab money. The Arabs have a
history of putting their excess proﬁts into gold. In
the 90s, they sold off some of that. When oil was
down, they used some of their gold reserves to keep
going.
Now that they’re clearly making extraordinary
proﬁts, it makes sense to me that they’d diversify
back into something they’re familiar with.
What else could they do with the money?
They’re not buying U.S. stocks. I saw Saudi Prince
Alwaleed on CNBC last year, and he really made
me laugh. He’s talking about all the stock investments he’s made, and they’re great, and everybody
should be buying. Then they asked him about one
of the stocks—I think it was Citicorp—and said,
are you buying? He said no, no, we bought at $20—
and the stock was about $50.
Here’s a Saudi trying to talk up stocks, but he
didn’t mention gold. Of course, you don’t try to talk
up what you’re buying, you only talk up what you
own and maybe want to sell.
It’s my suspicion that this explains some of the
recent feverish activity in gold. All that oil money
has to go somewhere. The dollar is weak on a longterm basis, so that’s not a good choice. But it’s a layup that it would go into gold and precious metals.
J: If that’s the case, how does that affect gold
long term?
That’s an interesting question. It ties gold to oil in
a tighter way than we’ve seen in the past. So I’d
defer the long-term question of gold to “what are
the long-term prospects of oil?”
J: OK, let’s talk about oil then.
I think the long-term prospects for oil are pretty
good.
$60 oil was an easy call last year. If you want to
make a call for oil going to $100, there’s not enough
historical data to make that an easy call. I’m not
saying it can’t happen.
The issue here isn’t how high the price of oil is
going, in my opinion. The issue is how long will it
stay in a bullish mode, and how long will it stay at
the current levels.
It’s moved up a bit faster than it did in the early
1980s. Let’s face it, ﬁve years ago it was close to
$10 per barrel. 600 percent, that’s not bad!
The real key here is that if you look at the peak
on an inﬂation-adjusted basis, the peak in the early
1980s was $66. We’re back to that level now.
But from here, what happens? I understand
the fundamentals back then were supply-side
restrictions. Now we have an intrinsic, ongoing

supply situation, and a demand problem too. Which
is pretty interesting.
Here I am, a technical analyst talking about
fundamentals, but you can’t ignore them. Back in
the 70s and 80s, there was a big ecological backlash
and a conservation movement. There’s precious
little of that now, even with the terrorist activity
in 2001 and then the Iraq war.
Back then it was a political restriction on the
part of OPEC. Now there isn’t enough oil to go
around. Gee, do you think it’s a good time to talk
about conservation of resources? But do you see
that happening? I don’t see that happening at all.
The only thing the government has said is “let’s
turn those military bases into reﬁneries.” Which
is a specious, stupid comment—reﬁneries have
speciﬁc requirements, which military bases can’t
meet. But the President has an oil background, he
has absolutely no incentive to conserve oil. It helps
the Texas economy, you know?
I’m not saying oil is going straight to the moon
from here and will never have a correction. But it’s

been a parabolic curve up, and I don’t see the other
side of the parabola coming. And that’s not good
news for the economy.
Oil this high is a festering wound for the economy. It just has to stay that high for 5 years and
we’re pretty much dead meat as an economy.
Again, that pushes gold in one direction, and
stocks in the other.
J: What about the U.S. Dollar?
Currencies are the most artiﬁcial things that exist.
To me, currencies are very short-term phenomena.
They can trend long-term, but you have to keep adjusting your microscope on a short-term basis. So I
don’t trade them.
But as I already said, I don’t see a good future
for the dollar.
J: Neither do I. Now let’s talk about some
arm-twisting I’ve given you. You’ve agreed
to give GEA subscribers free trials to your
trading service and software, right?

Phil’s Erlanger Chart Room software gives traders a powerful set of unique market analysis tools—many of
them are available nowhere else.
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Yes. Your readers can get free access to my Erlanger
Squeeze Play service and a free trial of my Erlanger
Chart Room software.
The service and the software appeal to two
different kinds of traders, really.
Erlanger Squeeze Play is a unique service; it
provides a disciplined way to capitalize on market
conditions. We monitor price action and sentiment,
and identify short-term trading opportunities for
our readers—both long and short squeeze plays. At
the same time, our analysis allows us to recognize
the strength of an existing market trend and
accurately classify any given stock as Buy, Sell,
Hold or Sell Short.
Several times a week, I send out emails to
my readers, giving them both an overview of the
markets and identifying short or long opportunities.
I also list the speciﬁc stocks that I believe are going
to either outperform or underperform the market.
On the other hand, my Erlanger Chart Room
software is for traders who want to track the
markets themselves. All the same indicators and
proprietary methods that I use to analyze the

markets are there.
So my trading service identiﬁes speciﬁc opportunities for my readers. My software allows my
subscribers to go further, and analyze the markets
themselves. They can dig around and ﬁnd opportunities that I haven’t necessarily mentioned in the
Erlanger Squeeze Play service.
And yes, as you mentioned, your readers can
try both for free.
J: I’ll be emailing all my GEA readers with
details about the Erlanger Squeeze Play
service. How will they get access to the
software?
I’ve asked my team to set up a special private web
page where your readers can sign up. It’s located at
http://www.erlangerchartroom.com/goldtrial.asp.
They can just ﬁll out the form, and my team will
take care of the rest.
J: Phil, this has been a great interview.
Thank you for your time.
It’s been my pleasure.

Another screen shot from the Erlanger Chart Room software. This one shows some of the tools available for
analyzing an individual stock.
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